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Staff Spotlight
Amelia Barrett

I am brave, creative, friendly, and smart kid. I love 
to help others with my drawing that cheers them up.

Carter Klingberg

Hey! My name is Dominick 
McNew. I'm in 8th grade and I enjoy 
art and visual editing. I love to act 
and play video games. I know, big 
surprise, the 13 year old boy likes 
video games. I like a lot of genres of 
metal, and I really like bands like 
Megadeth and Dream Theater. I'm 
happy to be part of this!Hi! My name is Emersen Levins, and I’m 14 years 

old. Some of my favorite hobbies are writing, 
drawing, field hockey, and spending time with 
family and friends. My favorite movie is Enola 
Holmes, and my favorite type of music is 80s 
music.

I am Luke Parker. Some of my 
hobbies include reading, drawing, 
and playing video games. My 
favorite video game is probably 
Minecraft. I have actually read over 
100 books since the start of sixth 
grade.
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Hi, I am Emme Vachon, and I’m in 
sixth grade!

Some of my favorite hobbies are 
drawing, writing, playing basketball and 
volleyball. I also like to read. A tv show I 
like to watch is Haikyuu. One of my 
favorite songs is Black Rover by 
Vickeblanka. I’m looking forward to this 
year! 

Hello, my name is Grace Farah. I am 
currently in 8th grade, on the white 
team. Some of my favorite hobbies 
include: reading, drawing, hanging out 
with friends, and playing sports 
(basketball, softball, and soccer are my 
main sports, but I will play just about 
any sport if it is with friends).

I also  like to draw cartoon characters 
and cool patterns.

Hello, my name is Nathan Torres. I’m 
an artist aficionado and I’m just some 
cool guy in eighth grade! I like reading, 
doodling, and gaming.

My favorite animated movie is Spirited 
Away and my favorite genre of music is 
Rock.

  Hi!  My name is Nora Sheppard.  I 
love drawing on my phone, video 
games, and Marvel.  Working on the 
literary magazine is super fun and I 
love seeing everyone’s drawings!

My name is Melanie Ambrose. I love 
to draw and write. I also love to play 
sports, such as softball and swimming. 
I love to play video games, read, play 
with my cats and play drums.
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My name is Cora Porter. I like 
drawing, acting, singing, writing,and 
more. My favorite TV shows
are Invader Zim, My Life as a Teenage 
Robot, Gravity Falls, The Owl House, 
and more. Have a great day!
.

Staff Spotlight



“Dear 
Sixth 

Grade…”
RMS’s Class of 2021 opens up to 

the class of 2023, Revealing 
struggles they faced, and how 

they overcame them. 

Dear Sixth Grade, 

Hi! My name is Emersen Levins and I am an eighth 
grader here at RMS. There are so many new things when it 
comes to middle school. Making new friends, joining new 
clubs, and participating in sports. This is my first year at RMS, 
and I’m already loving it. The teachers and students here are so 
kind and helpful, that you have nothing to worry about. Middle 
school is a big step in your life, and you have many new 
opportunities coming your way. So, let me share with you a 
couple things about sixth grade that will give you an idea of 
what it’s like. 

Challenges. We all face them. Some challenges that I 
experienced when I was in sixth grade, involve the difficulty of 
the work. The work does get a little bit harder. But, don’t 
worry. You should never be afraid to ask a teacher for help! 
Another thing is that it might be a little hard adjusting to, is 
getting to classes.  There are tons of rooms in this school, and it 
might be hard trying to find your next class. But, this is where 
the teachers come in. On my first day, I had no idea where I 
was going, and I got lost most of the time. So, I asked someone 
for help, because it was the responsible thing to do. 

When I entered sixth grade, I knew that there were 
going to be many changes, but I wasn’t afraid of a challenge. 
Now, I’m approaching freshman year in high school, and I 
honestly have no idea for what’s to come. Next year, I’m going 
to feel the same way you guys feel currently because I will be a 
part of the youngest grade in high school.

Since you guys are still young, you’re going to make a 
lot of mistakes in life, which is completely normal! All we can 
do is learn from them. One mistake that I made when I was in 
sixth grade, was not studying to the best of my ability for a test 
or quiz when I knew I could’ve done better. After making that 
mistake, I tried to use resources. For example, Quizlet. It’s a 
great app to help you prepare for a test or quiz. One way you 
can avoid making mistakes is by asking yourself one question: 
“Will I regret this decision?” And the more you ask yourself 
that question, the easier the decision will become. 

“When I entered sixth grade, I knew 
that there were going to be many 
changes, but I wasn’t afraid for a 

challenge.”
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(Continued from page 3) 

Some habits I think you should adopt are 
making sure you have all your books for your classes. 
Even though we use an iPad most of the time, you 
should still make sure that you have a pencil and 
notebook just in case anything gets erased on your iPad. 
Another good habit, is to make sure that your iPad is 
fully charged for when you come to school. We are in a 
very tough position right now due to COVID, and if 
you come to school with an iPad at 20 percent, then it 
probably won’t get through the whole day. One last tip 
that I have for you, is to never be afraid to think outside 
the box. You should always try your best when it comes 
to your classes, and even if you’re a little bit hesitant 
about answering a question, don’t be! That is how you 
learn! 

Some ways that you can affect this school in a 
positive way, is by killing people with kindness, and 
always offering help to people who need it. If you see 
someone sitting alone in a class, don’t be afraid to go sit 
with them. If someone is struggling with a math 
problem, you could help them. Middle school is all 
about new beginnings, and new friendships. Some ways 
that I made sure that I was keeping myself as positive 
as I could be, is by approaching everyone with a smile, 
and making sure that I was as kind as possible. 

 

“Dear 
Sixth 
Grade

…”

Lastly, you all get to start new after 
school clubs and activities, so this is a great 
opportunity for making new friends, and having 
a great middle school experience. Last year at 
my old school, I participated in field hockey, 
and had such a great time! I learned so much 
about the sport, and met new people at the same 
time. I definitely recommend that you guys take 
part in after school activities. 

To conclude, I hope all of you are super 
excited about sixth grade. There’s so many new 
things coming your way, and I can’t wait for 
you guys to have such a fun experience!

Sincerely,

Emersen Levins 

“Middle school is all about 
new beginnings, and new 

friendships.”
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(Continued from page 3) 

Dear Sixth Grade,

I would like you to know that even though you 
may be scared coming into middle school you
shouldn’t be. Sixth grade was the best year of my life, 
and although you will be doing it online, I think you 
will create a strong bond with your teachers and also 
just have an overall great year.

Some advice that I would like to share with you 
would be that doing your work is very important. 
Another thing is that if you do what you are supposed 
to do, the year will be much more enjoyable. I believe 
that you truly can have a great year if you try.

Sincerely,

An Eighth Grade Friend.

 Dear Sixth Grade,

I know that you’re probably nervous about 
middle school right now. It seems really hard and
scary, but I promise that it isn’t as intimidating as it 
seems. I know that I was scared when I first got into 
sixth grade, but I now realize as an 8th grader that I’ve 
actually had a really good time here. I just want you all 
to remember that it’s all going to be okay no matter 
what.

I also want to tell you guys that fitting into 
middle school is hard. You may feel like you have
to change for other people, but I promise that people 
will like you for the way you are. You should all stay 
true to yourself, and never change for other people. 
There is a best friend for you that will love you for 
you. I was scared that people wouldn’t like me when I 
first came to middle school, but I found friends that 
liked me for who I was and wouldn’t want me any 
other way. Just remember to always stay true to 
yourself.

“You may feel like you have 
to change for other people, 

but I promise that people will 
like you for the way you are.”

Another thing that I wanted to 
mention was school work. I know that your 
tests and homework all pile on top of each 
other and seem overwhelming, but I promise 
that your teachers won’t give you more work 
than they know you can handle. It’s not going 
to be easy; they want to challenge you. But, 
they won’t give you too much. It will help 
you if you come up with a good schedule and 
study plan. I personally learned best from 
Quizlets that I made from our study guides 
and notes. Make sure not to procrastinate with 
your work, and be prepared. If you are 
stressed out, it’s okay;  just make sure to 
communicate with a teacher about your issue. 
I promise that you can do it as long as you 
work hard.

You can all impact our school in a 
positive way if you work hard and are a good 
influence on your peers. You all help to make 
our school special, and will someday write a 
letter to sixth grade about how you felt. It’s 
okay to make mistakes along the way. To be 
fair, veryone does.

It may seem like you have to be 
perfect, but as long as you try your best you 
will make our school a better place to be and 
a better environment for everyone. Just 
remember everything I told you because it 
will help you through the year. You’re an 
amazing person, and you can do this!

Sincerely,

Alli Kamulda
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Dear Sixth Grade,

Welcome to William G. Rohrer Middle School! 
Congratulations! You are officially a middle schooler 
and I hope you are excited to begin this new chapter of 
your life journey. I remember when I entered RMS. I 
was pretty nervous, but excited, and trust me, I had a 
blast. Now that I’m one year away from going to high 
school, I feel similar feelings about it again.

One of the lessons I learned in sixth grade was 
to keep track of all my assignments and due dates. I’m 
usually a very organized person, but I did slip up a few 
times and forgot my homework or a folder at school. 
Thankfully, the teachers were understanding and I 
learned from the experience. I suggest using your 
planner or a calendar to write down your assignments 
and when they are due, so you are organized and do not 
procrastinate. Another note: remember to take a deep 
breath and relax. You are okay and everything is going 
to be alright. Enjoy your sixth grade year; you have 
great teachers and everyone is there to help you. 
Although you might feel like you are the “new kids on 
the block” and that you can’t make a difference, you 
can!

There are plenty of ways you can help RMS be 
a better place. For example, bring new ideas and 
energy to the school that could help everyone else, or 
find new faces to say “Hi” to in the halls. Both of 6

“Although you might feel like you are the ‘new kids on 
the block’ and that you can’t make a difference, you can!”

these things can help improve the dynamic of the 
middle school in a positive way. Finally, do not be 
afraid to ask for help. I remember that sometimes I 
was intimidated by the older kids or adults, and 
feeling as if no one would understand what I was 
feeling, but I was pleasantly surprised. All of the 
teachers and staff were constantly checking up on 
students, making sure they were okay and knew 
where to go. Even the 7th and 8th traders helped 
me because they had already been in my shoes. As 
I wrap up this letter, I want you to know that you 
are important, welcomed, and are going to be a 
great middle schooler. Good Luck!

Sincerely,

Emerson McDonald



Dear Sixth Grade

I have some advice 
for new sixth 

graders that felt as 
confused and 

intimidated as I was. 

Dear Sixth Grade,

Imagine a student with his or her head 
down, walking through the halls, not knowing 
where to go. That was me in sixth grade. Sixth 
grade is hard; you're the newcomer—especially 
this year. Masks, six feet apart, not going full 
time. Everything is unfamiliar.

The biggest challenge I overcame was the 
schedules. Seeing the confusing schedules was
hard. However,  after a few weeks you will 
have already mastered it. Overall, I felt scared 
but excited at the same time entering sixth 
grade.

Now, as I am about to enter high school, I 
feel prepared. I have some advice for new six 
graders that felt as confused and as intimated as 
I was. You will be eighth graders in two years, 
and doing the same thing I’m doing right now 
will help you out. Get involved in clubs when 
they open up, such as volleyball club, or Battle 
Of The Books. It will helps you make new 
friends and open up within the school.

—- Aundrea Whinna

7Illustration by Emme Vachon (6R)



Dear Sixth Grade

“Everyone is going to 
make mistakes 

sometimes in their 
lives, but you should 
always learn from 

them…” 

Dear Sixth Grade,
My name is Ronniah Reid.  I’m currently an 8th grade 

student at the William G. Rohrer Middle School. But, once upon 
a time, I was a sixth grade student just like you! One of my 
biggest challenges I had to overcome in middle school was 
being focused. I was always a goofy person, and I still am! I 
loved to socialize with my friends. I also loved social media. I 
used to pass notes in class and talked to friends during class, 
which caused me to not pay attention and to miss a lot of the 
lessons.

When I first started at middle school, I was so excited to 
be starting a new school and meeting new people and friends. 
Now that I’m almost out of middle school, I am way more
mature and more focused on myself and doing well in school, 
so that I can get good grades and go to college for nursing.

Some mistakes I made in sixth grade were hanging out 
with the wrong crowd, and not focusing on my school work and 
grades. I do not regret my mistakes because I learned from
them and they made me a better person. You can’t avoid 
making mistakes. Everyone is going to make mistakes 
sometimes in their lives, but you should always learn from them 
and know how to move forward and not make the same 
mistake again.

Some good habits you should use in sixth grade include 
learning how to separate yourself from the wrong habits and 
focus on the good ones. Another good habit is having a routine 
and being organized, so that you know exactly what to do and 
when you’re  doing it. You should also have good studying 
habits so that you can keep your grades up.

The sixth graders can impact the school in a positive 
way by going to the 7th grade with good grades and being a 
role model to the next coming sixth grades. Just enjoy being a 
sixth grader and learn a lot and study hard because the work 
gets harder as you get older!

Best regards,

Ronniah Reid
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Dear Sixth grade,

Sixth grade is a very exciting year; there are so many new things 
you can do in middle school that you couldn’t in elementary school. 
There are more people, lockers, different teachers for each subject, and 
so much more. Even though I loved my sixth grade year there are some 
things I wish I had known before I went to sixth grade.

Tip one: Build study habits. This will be one of the most useful 
skills for you if you want to get good grades. If you have a test or a quiz 
coming up, study at least 4 days in advance to make sure you get a good 
grade. Tip two: Organize your homework. Make sure you’re writing 
your homework down so that you don’t forget to do an assignment. I 
would also recommend doing your homework as soon as you get home 
so that you have as much time as you need. At the beginning of 6th 
grade, I didn’t know how to study that well, and I would usually do my 
homework at around 7:00 PM. But, once I learned these skills, sixth 
grade became much easier.

If you are struggling to make friends or are just looking for 
something fun to do after school, join an after school club. By going to 
after school clubs, I got to know people that I may have never gotten to 
talk to if I hadn’t been in the club. The clubs also give you an 
opportunity to do things that you like or have always wanted to do like 
theater, S.T.E.M., bowling, arts and crafts, and so much more.

Now, the last thing I would like to tell you is to be nice to those 
around you. Even if you aren’t friends with someone, greet them, or if 
you see them sitting alone, ask them if they’re okay. Even if you think it 
may not help, even saying “hello” to someone can make them feel 
better.

Sincerely,

Cora Porter

“By going to after school clubs, I got to know 
people that I may have never gotten to talk to if I 

hadn’t been in the club.”



Poetry Corner
🍁Fall🍁 by Emersen Levins

Red, Orange, brown, and yellow,
the colors of the leaves that gracefully cover the ground.
The leaves rustle on the branches,
giving us the intention that Fall is approaching. 
A crisp breeze swirls through the air,
That smells earthy and reminds me of a tropical rainstorm.
Morning sunrises,
that appear like the sun and moon are joining together as one. 
An aroma of pumpkin spice lattes and tarty treats,
spread throughout the streets of Haddon Township. 
Hay rides, creepy costumes, and corn mazes,
are the talk of the town. 
Long sleeves and rain jackets,
fill our closets as the day slowly becomes darker sooner. 
We rest our heads in our soft, secure beds,
listening to the trees rustle and the rain pitter patter on our 
windows.
There are so many ways that fall graces us with its presence,
that it barely makes itself known. 
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The leaves start to turn 
and the air starts to colden. 
Autumn is nearing.

- Clara Reich

Apple Crisp Butter
Leaves of green all on the ground
makes me warm inside.

- Aundrea Whinna

Jumping in the leaves,
Jack-o-lanterns brightly lit,
the trees streaked with hues.

- Adrian Darley

Apple Pie Of My Eye

A staple sweet trea.
Apples, cinnamon galore,
knocks me off my feet.

- Emerson McDonald

I love Halloween.
Getting candy is the best
and Trading is fun.

- Julian Young
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Cool, fall wind blowing.
Leaves crunch underneath my feet.
The golden sun sets.

- Lucia Burnham

I walked in the park.
Vivid leaves, orange, yellow.

I hear them crackle. 

- Andrew Woolford

An old dusty lamp...
quietly hums, flickers twice,
golden light so bright.

- Hans Geist

When the mood’s spooky,
and Autumn wind bellows in

and the ground turns gold.

- Jacob George

Trees burst with color
Then slowly shed their leaves off
And bear the first snow

- Manolo Foote

Leaves tumbling around
Pumpkins grinning yellow grins

The pie smell lingers

- Nyla Jones

The wind passes by,
through the withering red leaves.
Fall will be here soon.

- Rahid Khan

Colors changing fast.
Cold break in the atmosphere,

Sun sets in the west.

- Emersen Levins

Illustration by Carter Klinbgerg (6R)
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From high above a
Tree-top throne in budding bloom
Vibrant Spring presides

- Karsyn McCoy

The orange tree’s hue

It’s as bright in fall.
Its colors, revealed in depth.
The orange tree’s hue.

- Nathan Torres
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Fall Leaves

Trees once filled with leaves.
Now golden parts of the ground.
Fall has come around.

- Allison KamuldaLeaves change colors
The weather getting cooler
A season of thanks

- Casey Groff
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Did you know?

The haiku is a Japanese 
poem that is typically 
seventeen syllables in 
length. The first and last 
lines contain five syllables, 
while the middle line uses 
seven syllables.

Trees with golden leaves,
a new smell of autumn brews.
Halloween is near.

- Ava Nesbitt

The Fall 

A gorgeous fall day
I’ll play in the leaves I say
Sadness fades away

- Henry Fowler
Crisp fall air is sweet!
Leaves crunching under your feet...
And good food to eat!

- Jessica McGary

Hue Changes, People Too

Leaves change, red, orange, yellow
Autumn transition, fall switch 
Diverse, leaves, people.

- Julian Craft

Fall is really here.
With football, and Thanksgiving,
And Halloween fear.

- Luke Charlton

Fall holds the most grace. 
All the leaves, they fade to gold. 
As the wind blows on my face. 

- Sophia Morrone

The leaves fall so cold.
Colored hues of red and gold,
as Grandfather told.

- Willem Conover



a long night

by Ronniah Reid

up all day and night,
not knowing what to write.
not knowing what to say.

it’s been a long day.
I don’t normally stay awake,
but today is much different.

it’s been a long night,
sitting in this chair upright.
not a thing in sight.
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The Ghoulery

Some of RMS’s Finest Young Artists Celebrate Halloween with 
Their Creative Visions

Grace Farah
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Cael Vrooman

6W
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Edward Cale

6W

Cora Porter

8W 
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The Ghoulery

Some of RMS’s Finest Young Artists Celebrate Halloween with 
Their Creative Visions
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Dominick McNew
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by Nora Sheppard
7R 

The Ghoulery



The Gallery

8W’s Grace Farah Submitted a Wonderful Mix of Digital 
and Hand Drawn Artwork

Want to see your artwork here? Email it to 
cloughlin@htsd.us 20



The Gallery

Artwork by Cael Vrooman (6W)

Artwork by Melanie Ambrose (6R)

Artwork by Nora Sheppard (7R)
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Grace’s Reading Rundown

Looking for A Good Read?

Inkredible’s own Grace Farah is 
an avid reader who has made it 
her mission to read hundreds of 
books. So, when Grace is 
Grace-ious enough grace us 
with  a reading recommendation, 
we take notice!

LGBTQ+ Book Suggestion: Starworld by Audrey Coulhurst

This book is one of my absolute favorites. It sheds light on a lot of problems that everyday people struggle 
with. No one can guess what people’s home lives are like. Although people may wear smiles on their 
faces, they might be hiding a world of hurt on the inside. This book brings up problems, such as LGBTQ+ 
adversity, OCD, cancer, disabilities, and enduring parental divorce. The book was really heart-warming, 
but I need to provide a fair warning: there is swearing in the novel, so if you are not comfortable with 
curse words, I would avoid this one.

Mythology: Magnus Chase book series by Rick Riordan

If you are interested in funny chapter names that will illicit a laugh, and fun adventures, this is an 
amazing book series that you will enjoy. The book series is action-packed and humorous. The book is 
based on Norse mythology, and although that may sound boring, it is more based on gods and different 
realms, while still offering something educational. But, you do not even notice the educational aspect 
until you start to recognize which god is which, such as Loki, the god of mischief and trickery. If you enjoy 
the Percy Jackson series, you will definitely enjoy these books!

Historical Fiction: Chains by Laurie Halse Anderson

Chains is about a slave girl and boy. The book is the first of a trilogy describing the pair’s adventures. The 
book is sad, but hopeful at the same time. They hope to become free, and this is the book of their escape 
plans, their failures, and successes. 


